Changes Coming to Blackboard
By Susan Zvacek
This summer IDS is making several changes to the Blackboard environment and to how instructors manage their Bb course sites. The first change is a move to Version 8 of the software, where the most obvious differences are in the Gradebook.
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IDS will be distributing information about the new-and-improved Grade Center, in addition to offering some hands-on help in workshops this summer. (See the workshop schedule inside.)

The other major change you’ll see is in how Bb course sites are managed. Those annoying e-mail messages reminding you to “recycle” your course sites are now a thing of the past. (Oops!) Any Bb site you have on the active server will remain visible and accessible to you continuously throughout the year. Students will be enrolled and unenrolled as needed during the year, but your course site will stay put. For more information on these new procedures, visit the IDS website at http://ids.ku.edu.
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Workshop Locations
Anschutz
Anschutz Instruction Center, 3rd floor
Anschutz Library, next to the service desk
Budig
10a Budig Hall (lower level of Budig Hall)
Budig iMac Lab
6 Budig
Budig
CIC
Clark Instruction Center, 340 Watson Library
Edwards Campus
Edwards Campus Computer Lab

Registration Required
Computing workshops are free to KU students, staff and faculty, but they require registration.
To register or find out more, visit www.infotraining.ku.edu, e-mail training@ku.edu, or call 785-864-0410. You will be confirmed by phone or e-mail to attend the workshop. If you try to register for a class and it is full, be sure to add your name to the waiting list. You will be notified by e-mail if a space in that workshop becomes available. Workshops are often added to the schedule on demand, so check the Web site for additions throughout the semester.

Who We Are
Skillset is a joint publication of Instructional Services at the KU Libraries and Instructional Development & Support, and appears five times a year (February, March, May, August, October and December). For more information and PDF versions of back issues, see the online archive at skillset.ku.edu.
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Instructional Services helps the campus community use technology and information for teaching, learning and working. As part of KU Libraries (a division of Information Services), we offer instructor-led instructional opportunities on both computing and information literacy topics that promote the development of critical thinking and research skills. We provide scheduled workshops, in-class instruction for KU courses, custom training for departments and groups, and consulting services for individuals.
Contact us at training@ku.edu or 785-864-0410 to learn more or set up a consultation.
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Think of us as “the learning environments group.” We oversee classroom technologies, provide assistance with online tools such as Blackboard, and consult with faculty and other teaching staff about instructional technology use. We also offer help and training on digital video and video production. IDS maintains a circulating equipment pool with items to support teaching activities, such as data projectors, DVD players and digital cameras. We offer workshops and seminars frequently throughout the semester, and our staff members also meet individually with instructors to accommodate busy schedules. Call, e-mail, or stop by—we’re ready when you are!
Contact IDS at 785-864-2600 or ids@ku.edu to learn about designing instruction that takes advantage of a wide variety of innovative and available-right-now technologies.
IDS is located directly across from Anschutz library, in the southeast corner of Budig Hall. Offices are in room 4 Budig Hall, and workshops are in room 6.

Questions? Comments?
Ask questions, give us ideas for articles in upcoming issues and comment on past issues online at skillset.ku.edu/comments, or e-mail Sarah Kanning (kanning@ku.edu).
Skillset is produced by KU Libraries in conjunction withInstructional Development & Support (IDS).
Editor: Sarah Kanning
Writer and Designer: Brett Poe

New KU Web Template Offers Flexibility, More Tools for Web Developers
By Sarah Kanning
There’s a new KU Web template coming this summer, and it will offer departments more design flexibility and more tools to help them build sites and pages. KU Web Services, University Relations (UR) and Instructional Services are teaming up to offer a two-hour, hands-on workshop, “KU Web Template – Hands-on,” to get campus Web authors started using the new template and tools.
“We’re launching a central toolkit for departments that will provide code and design elements that they can reuse on their sites,” said Robin Bedenbaugh at UR, associate Director for Digital Media Services.
Departments will be able to choose between several header options for their pages, and can contribute their own elements to the toolkit, with a goal of “collaborating to build a world-class overall university Web presence,” Bedenbaugh said.
Matt Garrett of KU IT says the changes will give more options to Web developers, including more server-side include (SSI) variables. The template’s cascading style sheets (CSS) will be simplified and easier to use, and “a compatibility ‘patch’ will allow folks using the current style sheets to more easily migrate to the new template,” Garrett said.
Three sessions of “KU Web Template – Hands-on” will be held this summer, with more to be offered in the fall. Look inside for workshop listings, and visit www.infotraining.ku.edu to register or learn more.

Xythos is Now Hawk Drive
Hawk Drive (formerly known as Xythos), is available now to KU employees and to KU students this fall. It will allow for better collaboration by giving you the power to share files, drafts of papers, presentations, spreadsheets, images and more with anyone at KU or beyond. Key features include:
• access to your documents anywhere, anytime
• secure and encrypted file storage
• versioning, tracking and subscribing (alerts)
• a built-in wiki for comments and discussion
To learn more about Hawk Drive, visit http://hawkdrive.ku.edu. Workshops and custom training on Hawk Drive will be available this summer and into the fall. Check inside for available workshops, or to request custom training, call 785-864-0410 or e-mail training@ku.edu.

Inside...
• Changes Coming to Blackboard Include New Grade Center
• Workshop listings for May, June, July and August
• See more workshop listings and register online at www.infotraining.ku.edu

Watch for our next issue in August!